Breast Care
Symposium
at ECR 2021
March 2nd, 4.30 pm – 6.30 pm
ESRConnect (free of charge)

Inspiring clinical experts await you: Take part!
Join us and benefit from discussions about breast
screening from different perspectives, with lectures and
live discussions held by international experts in breast care.
Be sure to join our twin talks where expertise and
experience come together with inspiring enthusiasm.
Experience various topics in breast imaging from
different perspectives.
Team up with the leaders in breast care to discuss the
future of breast cancer screening.

More information:
siemens-healthineers.com/breastcareday

By now we have come accustomed to virtual meetings
in the form of digital congresses, events and discussions.
In order to avoid a virtual fatigue and keep the Breast
Care Symposium as lively as we have all enjoyed it in the
past onsite, we have come up with an interesting new
format this year: The Twin Talks.
A specific topic will be elaborated by two experts in
different fields of Breast Screening to broaden the
perspective on this topic. Throughout the entire Twin
Talks participants are highly encouraged to share
opinions and valuable insights so that we can enjoy
a fruitful and lively discussion.
Register free of charge at ESRConnect

Moderation & Welcome
Aline Hambüchen, Forchheim, Germany /
Siemens Healthineers

Advances in screening:
Breast imaging techniques
from different perspectives
(Twin talks)

Follow Us on Social Media
Get the latest news and updates before, during
and after ECR 2021
Follow us on Twitter to get updates
from the event in real-time

Abbreviated MRI for screening
Nariya Cho, Seoul, Korea / Radiologist
Susan P. Weinstein, Pennsylvania, USA / Radiologist for
the patient’s perspective

DBT in screening:
Approaches to reduce reading time

Subscribe to our Youtube channel and
get video highlights and interviews
with experts from all around the world

@

Chantal Van Ongeval, Leuven, Belgium / Radiologist
Ioannis Sechopoulos, Nijmegen, Netherlands / Medical
Physicist

Ultrasound in follow-up:
Non-invasive methods to differentiate
malignant and benign lesions
Xiao Yun Xiao, Guangzhou, China / Radiologist
Michael Golatta, Heidelberg, Germany / Gynecologist
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Subscribe to our eNews newsletter
and stay up-to-date on new products
and industry trends, customized to
your preferences
Follow us on:
LinkedIn
Facebook
Instagram
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